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ED’S NOTE
Ed's Note

Always look
on
the
bright side of life
Friend in Harness is
going digital!
With the strict rules regarding
interaction during the pandemic, we
won’t be capable of managing the
distribution of our usual 18,000+ copies
of Friend in Harness magazine while
ensuring complete safety throughout
each step in the process. Coupled
with the ongoing challenges posed
by the postal services and the volume
of return mail that we receive due to
incorrect contact information, we have
decided to discontinue the mailing
of our magazine. A small number of
copies will be printed, and all other
communication will be published
electronically on our website and social
media platforms, or will be sent to our
supporters via email. This will also help
save costs and will have a positive
impact on the environment.
Should you not have access to
electronic platforms, please contact the
marketing department at 011 705 3512
to arrange an alternative solution. For
comments or suggestions to improve
the magazine, please send an email to
MichelleI@guidedog.org.za.
Thank you for your understanding
and your continued support. We look
forward to continuing sharing insightful
and inspirational articles with you.

A

lways look on the bright side of life. Such a simple
phrase but often very difficult to master in one’s
own life.
This year has been particularly challenging for all of us. The corona
pandemic has brought humanity to its knees. It has impacted every
facet of our lives, from the way in which we interact with others
and our environment to the way in which we conduct business.
None of us could have anticipated that the year 2020 would turn
out this way, and that many of our well-thought-out plans would
not be realised.
Amid the chaos, uncertainty, tragedy and frustration we have all
experienced, came about some incredibly positive changes. The
unity, humour and manifestation of ubuntu displayed towards one
another, once again speak of what makes South Africans so unique.
We are resilient in the face of adversity. We don’t shy away from a
challenge and we are always willing to lend a helping hand to those
in need.
These characteristics are also evident in the lives of those our
Association serves. Our clients have the ability to overcome
various challenges associated with visual or physical impairment.
They are capable of seeing the positive in their circumstances
and they choose to live their lives to the fullest of their abilities,
inspiring those around them.
As you page through our final Friend in Harness issue for the year,
I hope you will be moved by the stories from our staff, volunteers
and, most importantly, our clients. Let’s take inspiration from our
differently-abled community and practise what they have already
mastered – to look on the bright side of life!

Michelle Immink
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Animaltalk would like to thank
YOU for supporting Guide Dogs

Open your camera and scan or click here to access your
FREE Animaltalk digital version AND to order your trial
Animaltalk subscription whilst donating to Guide-Dogs.
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D

ear friends of Guide-Dogs
In my opinion, the word that best
describes this year, is ‘humbled’.

It was indeed a rude awakening when a
disease outbreak, that occurred in one
city, brought the entire world to a complete
standstill in a matter of months. We were
forced to redesign our entire lives; every plan,
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idea and concept was no longer possible and
had to be adjusted in some way or another.
We also had to change the way in which
we manage our Association and its many
moving parts. This included setting up our
employees to work from the safety of their
homes, and putting measures in place to
enable us to continue taking care of our dogs.
We also had to implement innovative ways
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
Director’s note

in which to train our Orientation and Mobility
students, and looked at technology to assist
us in communicating with our Puppy Raisers.
It was indeed humbling to witness how each
department came to the party, united in one
goal: to help keep the Association afloat.
What humbles me most, is you, our loyal
supporters. In the midst of great financial
losses, and a pandemic that threatens
our health and economy, you continued to
support us over the past few months. You
have literally saved us! Your selfless acts of
kindness, offers to assist where possible and
participation in our initiatives, have left me
humbled at your heroism.
The future is unknown and we still have a
long way to go to continue as normal with the
work that we do. We are always in need of
funds to meet our veterinarian responsibilities,
to cover our daily operational costs, and to
provide much-needed assistive devices to our
clients. Our offices have been restructured
to comply with the regulations as set out by
government, and many of our employees are
working remotely. Our students are continuing
their studies from home, and for this we
needed tablets to enable them to learn via an
e-learning system. For this, we had to incur
additional, unforeseen expenses.
The pandemic has hindered our ability
to host fundraising events to assist us in
reaching our budget. All our events had to be
cancelled and re-invented. Thinking creatively
and making use of technology, we have
been able to continue raising funds and are
interacting with our supporters. This will be
the modus operandi for the foreseeable future,
and we can only ask that you please continue
to support our initiatives.
We have also implemented other ways in
which you can support us, which don’t rely
on the availability of technology. Many of our
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loyal supporters have sent us donations via
post or have visited the office to give it to us
personally. Our EasyPay system can generate
a unique barcode for each person, which can
be scanned at your local grocery store and
converted into a cash donation while paying
for your shopping. This option is available
nationwide.
Our entire operation has changed. Every
decision made over the past few months has
been driven by two goals: to continue with
the life-changing work we do and to keep our
employees and dogs safe. We cannot afford
to lose either, and this has only been made
possible with your support.
The year 2020 has humbled us and has
reminded us that we are mortal, that we are
at the mercy of our surroundings, and that we
have a team of heroes looking after us each
and every day. I cannot thank you enough for
all you have done for us this year. Based on
the appreciation from our clients, I think that I
can safely say that they, too, greatly appreciate
your support for our Association.
We do not know what the future holds. What
I do know is that, together, we will survive it,
one humbling day at a time.
Vernon Tutton

Absa is the latest hero to join
our team! See page 8 for more
information.
Contact Nadia Sands at 011 705 3512
or NadiaV@guidedog.org.za
for more information about our
upcoming virtual events
and initiatives.
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NEWS
News

Absa invests in

visually impaired youth
O

n behalf of S A Guide-Dogs
Association for the Blind, I would
like to thank the Absa board for
partnering with us in 2020.
Over the years, there has been growing concern
around safety and security at ATMs. People who
are visually or physically impaired, are at an
increased risk and are vulnerable to fraudsters.
Having more than 8,000 ATMs across South
Africa, Absa has prioritised increasing selfservice banking usage.
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With this in mind, Absa donated a fully
functional ATM to the Gladys Evans Training
Centre in Paulshof, Gauteng. This generous
donation will assist our Orientation and Mobility
students to practically learn the skills that
they will, in turn, teach to their clients when
conducting skills of daily living training in
vulnerable communities. This valuable skill
will assist our clients to safely and securely
withdraw and deposit cash from ATMs.
Upon visiting the Gladys Evans Training Centre,
Absa representatives were fascinated to learn
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about the work of the Association and, as a
result, allocated R2 million towards our cause.
This substantial contribution will support and
enable the development of the skills needed for
youth living with disabilities, which will ensure
that they have equal access to opportunities,
resources and employment opportunities, for
improved prospects of economic participation.
Each qualified Orientation and Mobility
Practitioner can train approximately 40 people
who are blind or visually impaired in each year
of their working life. If a Practitioner works
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for 20 years, he or she can potentially train
800 people who are visually impaired! This
demonstrates the immense difference that
Absa’s support can make to the differentlyabled community.
Our Association is extremely grateful to Absa
for its support of our work, and I look forward
to witnessing the life-changing difference that
their commitment to our cause will make to the
lives of those who we serve.
Vernon Tutton
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Adapting
to change

GRADUATES
Graduates

I

n light of the COVID-19 pandemic,
S A Guide-Dogs Association for the
Blind had to cancel two residential
classes of client and Guide Dog training,
which was in progress in Cape Town and
Johannesburg. Training centre activities
were also suspended and the dogs who
were in training went to their Puppy
Raisers and weekend boarders.

Guide Dog
Instructors are
happy to be
doing what
they love!

Based on the nature of the service the
Association provides, we were granted
permission to operate under Level 4. With
grateful hearts we resumed training centre
activities on 11 May. To ensure that our
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employees are kept safe and healthy, the
following measures have been implemented:
- Only S A Guide-Dogs employees are allowed
at the training centre.
- Employees presenting with any COVID-19
symptoms, are sent home immediately.
- Employees’ temperatures are taken upon
entering and exiting the premises.
- Employees have been equipped with hand
sanitiser.
- Employees have been equipped with masks.
- Employees are to keep to the social
distancing guidelines as set out by the
Department of Health.
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DID YOU KNOW?
We offer domiciliary training to
clients who are unable to travel
to our training centres.

The impact that lockdown has had on our
training schedule has been quite severe. It has
impacted our planned classes, as well as the
intake dates of dogs who were due to commence
with formal training. With the lockdown
regulations being relaxed, we were luckily able to
make the necessary changes to our class dates
and we are currently back on track.
Commencing with our training programme
involved re-assessing each dog’s quality of
work and their readiness to be trained with
clients. Because of the lockdown regulations
and for hygiene reasons, it was difficult to
re-assess the dogs’ work in different areas.
We had to do most training in and around the
centre and in less crowded environments. The
escalators in shopping malls, for example,
were not operational, which made it difficult
to re-assess a dog’s response to getting on
and off them. To practise dog distraction, our
Instructors had to be creative and bring their
own pet dogs to work.
We are currently hard at work practising the
following exercises with our dogs:
- Traffic work
- Blindfold work
- Dog distraction
- Kerb work
- Obstacle work
- Work at and around shopping malls
Our responsibility is to train and expose our
dogs to different environments, to ensure that
they are ready to generalise and execute the
skills taught with confidence.
The Guide Dog training class that was
cancelled before lockdown was resumed
on 10 July 2020. The Guide Dog training
department plans to conduct three more
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training classes of four clients per class
before the year ends. The Service Dog training
department is planning to train 14 clients in
the financial period of 2020-2021.
To safeguard the health of everyone, clients
attending classes have been requested to
complete a COVID-19 risk assessment form one
week before class commences. Self-isolation
for two weeks before class starts is also
recommended, and while on class, clients will
be on lockdown for two weeks with no visitors
allowed on the property.
We have also put the following measures in
place to ensure that all parties involved are
kept safe:
- Daily screening of clients.
- Daily temperature recording of clients.
- Hand sanitisers readily available and used
frequently.
- Clients to wear face masks for the duration
of their training.
- Social distancing guidelines are adhered to.
We would like to thank our clients, and
prospective clients who are on the waiting list,
for their patience, understanding and support
during this difficult period.
For more information about our Guide Dog
training, please contact Mandla Ndlovu on 011
705 3512 or MandlaN@guidedog.org.za. For
information about our Service Dog training,
please contact Maxine Geddie at MaxineG@
guidedog.org.za.

Top:
Instructors
are adhering
to all safety
guidelines as
set out by the
Department of
Health.

Mandla Ndlovu
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Xolile
X

olile is a 29-year-old man living with
visual impairment. Originally from
Carletonville on the West Rand,
Xolile recently relocated to Soshanguve
in search of better work opportunities.

Xolile was referred to me to obtain orientation
and mobility training, as he was unfamiliar with
his new surroundings. He was highly dependent
on those around him to guide him and assist
him wherever he needed to go. Xolile had never
received formal orientation and mobility training,
but he did have basic cane skills. Unfortunately,
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he no longer owned a cane and had forgotten
how to use one properly and effectively.
One of the tasks that posed a significant
challenge for Xolile, was to safely get to and
from a nearby mall. This was an important
obstacle for me to address, as Xolile visits the
mall frequently to withdraw his disability grant
and to purchase groceries. He also had difficulty
distinguishing between the various bank notes,
which posed a security risk.
As an Orientation and Mobility (O and M)
Practitioner, my first task is to assess which
skills need to be taught and to develop a
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INSPIRATION
inspiration
training programme accordingly. These skills
are built one at a time, until they can be used
as a collective to obtain independence. The first
order of business was to teach Xolile the basic
skills needed to safely brew a cup of tea. This
might seem like an insignificant achievement
to most, but it is extremely empowering to a
person who has been dependent on others for
something so basic.
After Xolile mastered this, we moved on to
human guiding skills. This was to assist Xolile
to teach others how to guide him safely. This is
an important skill as it ensures that both parties
are kept safe, and that the dignity of the person
being guided is maintained.
Lastly, we focused on identifying different
money denominations – both notes and coins.
This was followed by a practical exercise,
where we walked to the spaza shop by means
of human guide and did some shopping. This
allowed me to determine whether Xolile could
safely and accurately use his money skills.
I also provided Xolile with a new long cane,
and training on how to use it. This enabled
me to teach him the routes that he needed
to learn in order to get to the spaza shop and
the local mall.
With the sudden imposition of the nationwide
lockdown in March, our orientation and mobility
training unfortunately came to a halt. As soon
as our services resume, Xolile will be taught
how to withdraw money from an ATM. He will
also be able to do his own shopping, with the
assistance of a shop assistant.
Although our main focus as O and M
Practitioners is to provide training to our clients,
it is also important that we raise awareness
about the challenges that our clients face. I will,
therefore, also be working with the employees
at the shops that Xolile visits, to ensure

that they are aware of and understand the
challenges he faces, and so that they know how
to assist him, if necessary.
After being equipped with the basic skills
that our orientation and mobility services offer,
Xolile’s life has changed for the better. He can
tend to his needs without the assistance of
others, which is also keeping him safe in light of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Xolile dreams of complete independence and
a career in information technology. With his new
skills, I am positive that he will achieve both!
Florence Mampuru, O&M Practitioner

After
receiving
orientation
and mobility
training,
Xolile can
safely make
purchases from
his local spaza
shop.

Xolile wouldn’t have been able to regain his independence if it weren’t for the generosity of our investors,
who sponsored his orientation and mobility training. If you would like to change the life of a person with visual
impairment, please visit https://guidedog.org.za/product/orientation-and-mobility-training-sessions/.
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Inspiration

M

y son Rheynhardt (eight years old)
was diagnosed with autism
spectrum disorder when he was
only three years old. As a parent, you only
want what is best for your child and for
them to be safe and healthy. This
diagnosis was heartbreaking and came
with much uncertainty and many
questions.
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Our family decided that it would be in
Rheynhardt’s best interest if I was his main
caretaker/facilitator during the day. We felt that
no one would be as dedicated to our son as I
would be, and we were determined to not leave
any stone unturned in our efforts to ensure
that Rheynhardt reaches his full potential.
Rheynhardt is a very special boy. He is highly
intelligent and has unlimited potential, he just
needed to be guided and supported.
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My husband and I attended the annual Autism
Symposium in 2017, and were in awe to learn
about the Autism Support Dogs trained by S A
Guide-Dogs Association for the Blind. We were
informed about the advantages of these very
special working dogs and how they are able to
assist children with autism. We also had the
opportunity to meet some of the dogs who were
in training. This was an eye-opening experience
for us, and we knew that we had to contact
the Association to apply for a working dog for
Rheynhardt.
During August/September that same year,
we were interviewed by S A Guide-Dogs, and
approved for a working dog. Seeing that the
Association is the only accredited one of its kind
in South Africa, there is a waiting list for Autism
Support Dogs. After waiting in anticipation,
we were ecstatic to receive the phone call
informing us that we would be re-interviewed
to assess Rheynhardt’s needs. We were also
informed that an Autism Support Dog would be
present at the interview to see how Rheynhardt
would react to a dog.
During the re-interview we had the privilege
of meeting Henry, a beautiful yellow Labrador
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Retriever. This was an incredibly emotional day.
We had been on the waiting list for almost two
years, hoping and praying for this moment,
and it was finally here! Rheynhardt was beyond
excited about the furry friend and he instantly
connected with Henry. The change in his
behaviour surprised us all. He was much more
talkative than usual and even initiated social
play with Henry. I could not believe what was
transpiring in front of me – it was magical!
We went for a short walk with Henry and
learned a few of the cues he knows. Then it
was time to say goodbye.
A few weeks later, we were notified that
Rheynhardt had been matched with a suitable
dog. The best of all was that this dog turned
out to be Henry! Henry officially joined our
family on 31 October 2019 and has adjusted
very well to his new surroundings. The impact
Henry has had on our family, and specifically
on Rheynhardt, has been incredible. He has
given Rheynhardt a new sense of self and has
boosted his confidence immensely. Making
friends has always been quite challenging for
Rheynhardt, especially when he was younger.
Although Rheynhardt found it very difficult,

Henry has
become
an integral
part of the
Human
family.
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INSPIRATION
Inspiration

we knew that he truly longed
for meaningful friendships, and
that he needed some assistance
to do so. Rheynhardt loves
spending time with Henry and
frequently reiterates that Henry
is HIS dog and HIS friend. They
really are best friends and have
hours of fun playing ‘tug-of-war’
and ‘go fetch’.
An Autism Support Dog is
very special – he doesn’t
pass any judgement, doesn’t
ask questions, accepts his
owner just the way they are,
and gives unconditional love
without expecting anything in
return. Henry can sense when
Rheynhardt is having a tough day
and is happy to just lie or sit with
him. With Henry, no words or
explanations are needed.
Henry has also enriched our
lives as a family unit. We have
always wanted to have our
family’s pictures taken, but this
has been quite challenging in the
past. With Henry’s assistance,
we were finally able to do our
very first, official, tear-free
family photoshoot! An important
outing, like going to church, is
no longer stressful, and Henry’s
presence has made an overall
improvement to our family’s
Rheynhardt
with his
Autism
Support
Dog, Henry.

DID YOU KNOW?
Autism Support Dogs provide
physical pressure needed in
times of anxiety.
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quality of life.
Henry is a blessing to our family, and it gives
us so much comfort knowing Rheynhardt will
always have a friend by his side. He has given
us the opportunity to take part in activities that
otherwise would not have been possible, and he
has shown us the true meaning of unconditional
love. We are very lucky to have him as part of
our family.
Elma Human
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Our superheroes
w i l l c ha n g e y o u r w o r l d !
G et yo u r 2 0 2 1 c a l e n d a r n ow !

Wall calendars and Deskpad Calendars available at
R100 each (excl. courier costs)

COOL
To order your calendar, visit our website at guidedog.org.za/shop
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change of course

O

ur household recently celebrated
a very special day. Tuesday, 2
June 2020, marked one year
since I got to meet my Guide Dog, Jesse.
Jesse has changed my life in more ways
than I could ever have imagined. She has
given me the confidence to be
independent and has allowed me to make
my dreams a reality once again.
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I lost my sight four years ago due to a
neurological event. At the time, I was a working
mother of two teenagers, Simon and Miriam,
and I was a partner at a general practitioners’
practice in Claremont, Cape Town. When I lost
my sight, I lost my independence. Because I
was no longer able to drive, I wasn’t able to
pick up my children from school – an activity
that had brought me much joy. I could no longer
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INSPIRATION
inspiration

practise medicine and I lost the interaction with
the patients who I had come to love. It was
devastating.
With the assistance of many healthcare
providers, I was able to slowly adjust to my
new normal. I learnt about the technologies
that exist, and this has enabled me to continue
to use my computer, read and even navigate
where I am going. Although the various
programmes and applications made my life
easier, I still found it challenging to function
optimally when I left my home. I made use of
a long cane, which provided me with some
assistance, but it was also quite painful because
of my carpal tunnel syndrome. What I found to
be the most challenging aspect of being visually
impaired, was the lack of interaction with those
around me. I yearned to be actively engaged in
the community and I was desperate to find a
way in which I could get more out of life than it
was offering at the time.
I decided to apply for a Guide Dog from
S A Guide-Dogs Association for the Blind, and
received the life-changing phone call a year
later. I was informed that there was a dog who
matched my needs perfectly. I was beyond
ecstatic, but I was also quite anxious. There were
many questions crossing my mind; would we
bond easily, and would we work well as a team?
All my fears and anxieties were laid to rest
the minute I got to meet Jesse, a beautiful
black Labrador Retriever. I sat in my chair and
she sat and watched me. Having lived with
dogs all my life, I was prepared, with a few
treats in my pocket and a toy behind my back.
Labradors don’t need much more than that to
break the ice!
Life with Jesse has surpassed all my
expectations. Her loving nature attracts people,
and this has made a big difference in my
life. She is able to bridge the gap between
my disability and those around me, and this
enables me to interact with members of the
public when we are out and about.
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DID YOU KNOW?
The final stages of Guide
Dog training involve the
Instructor wearing a
blindfold.
Jesse has also made it possible for me to
travel and explore the world around me in
ways that I felt were impossible after losing
my eyesight. The two of us have travelled to
Johannesburg, and my husband, Jesse and I
have toured the Winelands and taken a trip on
the MSC Orchestra.
Jesse has also given me the confidence to
pursue a new career avenue. I am currently
doing a part-time Diploma in Professional
Medical Education at the University of Cape
Town. Since I have many years of experience
in family medicine, and a unique story of
disability to share with my students, I feel
that I have something to contribute to the
academic field. I find it exciting and fulfilling to
be caring for the health of my community by
educating future doctors.
Jesse joins me on campus where I am working
as a part-time facilitator of a problem-based
learning group of medical students. Oh, how I
wish I could have seen the look on my students’
faces the first day we entered the classroom!
Jesse enjoys her days on campus and stretches
out on the floor under the desks while I teach.
She never complains about the many hugs from
the students during break times.
Sharing my life with Jesse is very exciting. She
has opened up many possibilities for me and
has changed the course of my life for the better.
I can’t wait to see what adventures await the
two of us!
Kim Lewis
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Life

with my

companion,
Kepler

M

y name is Taryn-Zoë and I have
cerebral palsy, often referred to
simply as CP. CP is a brain injury
most often caused by a lack of oxygen to
the brain during or shortly after birth.
This causes a disorder of movement,
muscle tone or posture. Diagnosed with
spastic quadriplegic CP, which means
that all four of my limbs are affected by
very high muscle tone, my movements
are slow and unsteady. Although I can
walk (for which I am very grateful), that,
too, is slow and unsteady.
I had been considering applying for a Service
Dog for 10 years before I took the plunge and
contacted S A Guide-Dogs Association for the
Blind. The primary reason I waited so long, was
that I felt that I was coping, and I thought that
there were other people who needed a Service
Dog more than I did. Boy, was I in for a surprise!
In December 2018, in the midst of having an
OH-MY-WORD-I’M-TURNING-40 meltdown, I
realised that I was losing mobility, and that a
Service Dog would really assist me with the
tasks that were becoming increasingly more
difficult for me. Picking things up off the floor,
without having to pick myself up off it as
well, was a very real frustration. I also found
it challenging to put on my shoes and take
them off again. Because my left side is more
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affected than my right, it is difficult for me to
remove sleeves from my left arm. I’ve lost many
beautiful tops because I impatiently yanked at it
to get it off. On the very tough days, my hand/
eye coordination lets me down, and opening a
door frequently results in me getting hit, more
often than not, on the forehead.
In December 2019, I received the phone
call that would change my life forever. There
was a dog well suited to my needs, and I was
informed that I could begin training in January
2020. I was completely overwhelmed and, after
sobbing uncontrollably, eventually managed
to utter “yes”. “I hope this is the best early
Christmas gift,” said Maxine, Head of Service
Dog training at S A Guide-Dogs. Indeed, it was.
In fact, I had no idea how much my life was
about to change.
When the day finally arrived for me to meet
my precious Service Dog, I couldn’t contain
my excitement. The instructor brought in a
gorgeous black Labrador, named Kepler. Having
familiarised himself with his surroundings, Kepler
stood on my lap and licked me so much that
it could have passed as a bath had there been
soap involved! He picked up every movable
object in the room and brought it to me – it
was clear that Kepler aimed to please. When
he’d served me to the best of his ability, he lay
down with his head in my lap and went to sleep
snoring like a tractor. From that moment, I loved
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him, and I knew that we were a perfect match.
Undergoing training with Kepler was full of fun
and laughter. He has a very sweet and gentle
nature and has patience I could only dream
of possessing. One of my greatest joys during
training was walking up and down flights of
stairs. I usually find stairs to be quite scary,
but having Kepler by my side gave me the
confidence to face my fears head-on.
I owe so much to Kepler. He has given me
a new sense of confidence, especially when I
am out in public. The stares that were usually
directed at me are now diverted to Kepler, who
adopts a swagger with pride and confidence
as soon as his jacket is fitted. He thrives on the
‘oohs’, ‘aahs’ and attention! Kepler also assists
me with daily tasks. He picks up the many things
I drop on the floor (including bobby pins, which I
think is very impressive), fetches my shoes from
my closet (always in their pairs) and opens doors
for me.
Kepler brings so much fun and laughter to my
life – he is a real comedian! He also has the
ability to read my emotions precisely and brings
me great comfort when I need it most. Looking
back at life before Kepler, I don’t know how I
managed. I will forever be grateful for what he
does for me and I look forward to the many
memories that we have yet to make!

Left to right:
Kepler is
happiest when
lying at the feet
of his owner,
Taryn-Zoë;
Taryn-Zoë and
Kepler during
training.

Taryn-Zoë Gurr
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D

uring the past decade, my wife –
Jean – and I have been involved in
S A Guide-Dogs Association for the
Blind’s Puppy Raising Scheme. We have
experienced both success and heartbreak
in nurturing the puppies we have raised on
their journey to become working dogs.
Together with our two daughters, son and our
grandchildren, we have thoroughly enjoyed every
minute. To us, raising a puppy is not an individual
achievement, but a shared family passion.
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Our Puppy Raising journey started with Ivan.
I had just retired from a corporate career
and I needed to channel my energy into a
new venture. Having had some experience
in dog training, raising a puppy for a good
cause seemed to be the perfect investment of
my time. I liked the idea of training a dog to
become a companion to a person who would
need his service. Raising this puppy would have
purpose, and so, our family got stuck in. Jean
and the children also got involved in raising
Ivan and they enjoyed seeing him grow up and
develop into a confident young dog.
Sadly, Ivan passed away after contracting
parvovirus. He had just completed his puppy
training and would have commenced with formal
training. This was devastating for our family.
We had come to love Ivan and we were looking
forward to bearing witness to the assistance that
he would provide to his future owner.
Had it not been for the fact that we had
already signed up for our second puppy, Tommy,
we probably wouldn’t have continued raising
pups. However, we decided to take on the new
challenge. After all, Tommy needed our love, time
and dedication.
Seven more puppies have since joined our
family, and each of them has left their mark on
our hearts. Some have been more of a challenge
to train than others, but that’s what has made
their development so special. To see their growth
as they learned new skills was remarkable. Both
Jean and I are extremely proud of all our puppies.
Having been a part of the Guide-Dogs family
for many years, we have seen the Association
grow and evolve into what it is today. There
have been significant changes, especially with
regard to the Puppy Raising Scheme, and being
a part of this has been an incredibly pleasant
and rewarding experience.
When Jean and I relocated to KwaZulu-Natal
three years ago, we decided to continue on our
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Puppy Raising journey. This has been quite a
challenge, as the Durban branch doesn’t yet
have all the resources that the more established
teams in Gauteng and Cape Town have. We
were, however, determined to help grow the
Association, and Puppy Raising was an offering
that we could bring.
We have since become increasingly involved
in the Association and are currently proud
ambassadors of the Durban branch. We regularly
join the Guide-Dogs team at expos and events
and have adopted Daisy. She has become the
most popular golden girl on the coast! Jean often
accompanies us and helps to educate the public
about the work of the Association, especially
regarding Puppy Raising.
Although the COVID-19 pandemic has
restricted our movements, it has also brought
back what we felt had been missing since
our Puppy Raising experience in Gauteng.
Technology has enabled us to join our fellow
Puppy Raisers in their Zoom meetings. Our
Puppy Raising Supervisors are simply a click
away. It is refreshing to see how innovative and
pro-active the Puppy Raising teams have been
during this time.
I would like to acknowledge my family – my
wife and kids – who all became a part of this
journey. A Puppy Raiser cannot undertake this
journey in isolation. The more the puppy is
exposed to life, the better, and that means that
everyone gets involved.
Jean agrees that Puppy Raising has been a
special feature in her life. “I’ve been proud of
every single one of them. When you see how
good they are, and when they take on their roles
as working dogs, it’s all worth it.”
We would love to see the Association continue
to grow its Puppy Raising offering. Durban is a
wonderful place to expose puppies to their future
roles as working dogs and I believe that, when
the time is right, Durban will be very successful
with their Puppy Raising Scheme – perhaps even
producing the best working dogs!

To sponsor a puppy’s training and
change a life, please visit our website
at https://guidedog.org.za/shop/

Jan with Daisy
(left) and Kola
(right).

Jan de Waal
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Thank
you
to
our Puppy Raisers

R

eceiving a Guide Dog is a gift
unmatched by even the most valued
of treasures. Much more than just a
dog, a Guide Dog comes bounding into
the life of his owner with paws flying, tail
wagging, and more love than anyone
could wish for.
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These dogs are trained to be our eyes; to guide
us and to return to us our independence and
self-worth. Every time we reach our destination,
the voice telling us that we are not capable to
safely do so, grows fainter. These special animals
become the guardians of our hearts and minds.
They give us the confidence to step out of our
comfort zones, and live our lives without the
insecurities and fear that once confined us to the
environments with which we are familiar.
Dear Puppy Raisers, we cannot imagine how
difficult it must be to teach our heroes all the
things we need them to know, to love them and
then to have to let them go. Raising and loving
a puppy for a complete stranger is one of the
most selfless acts of kindness there is and,
although it is impossible to put into words what
your generosity means to a Guide Dog owner
like myself, we honour you for your dedication
and sacrifices.
Thank you for staying up with your puppies, for
laughing at their antics, for the embarrassment
you endured when they made a mess in public
and you had to clean it up, and for preparing
them for their lives as Guide Dogs. You might
not see the results of your efforts every day,
but I hope that you know that every smile, tear
and pair of socks with holes in the toes, proving
that our dogs once lived in your homes, is truly
appreciated. I hope that you know that every cue
repeated, practised and perfected makes all the
difference to someone like me. Above all, I hope
you know that every time we put that harness on
the body of our Guide Dog, we think of you and
how your sacrifice has changed our lives for the
better. You, dear Puppy Raiser, are irreplaceable
and your gift to us, immeasurable in value.
Anél Coetzee, Guide-Dog owner
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To enter the competition, visit
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What is a

Career Change Dog?
What is a Career Change Dog?

A dog who does not meet the Association’s criteria to become a
Guide, Service or Autism Support Dog and is put up for adoption.

Why do potential working dogs end up changing careers?

Becoming a fully trained, well-adapted, confident working dog takes a unique combination of health,
skill and behavioural soundness. Occasionally, there might be a dog who is not suited to the high
demands associated with being a working dog, and therefore changes his career path.
Common reasons why a potential working dog may be asked to hang up his uniform:
- Behavioural traits: Jacket or harness sensitivity, a dog who is easily distracted, or has an intolerance
towards other animals, like cats.
- Medical reasons: Hip or elbow dysplasia, arthritis, cataracts, or any other medical condition that can
jeopardise the safety of both dog and future owner.

Why would I want to adopt a Career Change Dog?
Career Change Dogs have had all their vaccinations, have been
microchipped, have most likely been spayed or neutered, and have
received various levels of training. Because of our stringent breeding
criteria, our dogs also have wonderful temperaments and come from
carefully selected bloodlines, ensuring that our Career Change Dogs
make the best companions.

photographer: Christy Bennie Photography
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How do I adopt a Career Change Dog?

Adopting a Career Change Dog can take many months or years, as the waiting list
is long. We also carefully consider your home and family structure and setup, and
match our dogs to the best suited applicant. Should a dog become available, we
will inform you of the dog’s background and limitations and training level.

What can I expect from my Career
Change Dog?

Career Change Dogs come in all different stages of training
and, although you can expect your Career Change Dog to
be smart, he might not be perfectly trained yet. These dogs
are not to be trained for working in your home. There is a
reason that the dog is deemed unsuitable for work, and
it won’t be in the dog or owner’s best interest to have the
dog perform assistive tasks. If you or a loved one is in need
of a Guide, Service or Autism Support Dog, please contact
us to apply for a working dog. Our dogs are bred based
on intelligence, drive and focus, and should you adopt a
Career Change Dog, you can expect some degree of all
three of these characteristics.

How can I set up my Career
Change Dog for success?

• Continue training to keep him mentally
stimulated.
• Provide lots of exercise, unless he
suffers from a physical medical
condition, such as hip dysplasia.
• Reward good behaviour with lots of
praise and the occasional treat.
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Stepping
it
up
for
SA Guide-Dogs!

Funds raised
have been
allocated to
sponsoring
Noah’s training.

I

n an effort to raise much-needed funds, we
challenged our supporters to walk 100,000 steps in
eight days. We were overwhelmed by the response
and raised a total of R307,667 in our 2020
Walkathon!
The announcement of the nationwide lockdown in March
forced us to re-think how we would manage our fundraising
initiatives and events for the duration of the year.
We wanted to enable our supporters to take part in a
fun and interactive event, whilst keeping them safe. With
this in mind, we decided to host a Step Up for Guide Dogs
Walkathon challenge.
The challenge was to walk 100,000 steps as an
individual or as part of a team, and to ask friends and
family for support in the form of sponsorships. All funds
would go directly to the Association.
The response received from our supporters was incredible.
From 11-18 May, our participants took over 13 million steps
combined! Teams were formed, creative outfits were worn
and a total of R307,667 was raised for S A Guide-Dogs
Association for the Blind. This, in a time when we needed
the support most.
With the money raised, we were able to cover the costs
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to train Noah, a 13-week-old Labrador Retriever puppy.
Regular updates of Noah’s progress will be posted on our
social media pages, so that participants can keep track of
his training.
We would like to thank the following sponsors who
enabled us to host a successful virtual event:
• Bob Martin sponsored the event and provided fun
runners’ buffs for all participants who raised over
R500 each for the Association, as well as a Bob Martin
hamper for one of our winners.
• Pick n Pay Pet Club sponsored R7,000 worth of Smart
Shopper points.
• Mr Price Sport sponsored R1,000 worth of Mr Price
Sport Vouchers.

R307,667
RAISED
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199

PARTICIPANTS

21

GUIDE DOG OWNERS

• Pet Heaven sponsored a Hello Dog Box, filled with
lovely dog treats and toys.
We would also like to thank each and every participant
who embraced the challenge and participated in raising
these funds. We needed you and, like true heroes, you
heeded the call! We look forward to having you join us in
our next virtual event!
Jackie Quail, Event Manager

Our Guide Dog owners came out in their numbers
in support of our Walkathon. There were four
categories of winners and, out of the four, three of
the category winners were Guide Dog owners!
Congratulations to these inspirational participants!
Guide Dog owner teams took a total of 2,234,868
steps!
Guide Dog owner teams raised a whopping
R72,322.50!

Congratulations to our category winners!

Clockwise: Bestdressed team: Team
Paw-Paws; Highest
fundraising individual:
Leanne Stone; Highest
fundraising team: Team
Power Girls; Bestdressed individual:
Joanne Garrett.

15,802,880
STEPS TAKEN

Attention all cyclists!
We are working on something very special for you, too! Keep an eye on our
social media pages for more information.
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ur home has always been a
welcome retreat for rescued or
adopted dogs. Over the years, they
have brought us so much love, joy and
magical memories. It is incredibly
fulfilling to be able to love and take care
of a dog who would have, otherwise,
possibly lived out his years in a shelter.
When our rescue Labrador Retriever, Sasha,
approached the ripe old age of 15, we decided
to look for a new dog to join our family. Ideally,
we wanted a younger dog who was already
partially trained and would be a good fit for
our household. During the holidays and over
weekends, we often have children and three
other family members’ dogs (including a
three-legged, ex-homeless dog) who we look
after, so it was important for us to get a dog
who was compatible with other breeds and
small children.
It was also important for us to adopt a dog
who could accompany us on outings, to
restaurants and when visiting friends and
family. Without a doubt, we knew that the best
dog breed would be a Labrador Retriever!
A friend of mine, who was a Puppy Raiser
for S A Guide-Dogs Association for the Blind,
told me about their adoption programme. This
programme aims to re-home animals referred
to as Career Change Dogs and retired Guide,
Service or Autism Support Dogs.
We decided to apply to adopt one of the
Career Change Dogs (a dog who can no longer
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continue to be trained as a working dog, but
is otherwise happy and healthy). The process
was thorough, and included completing an
extensive questionnaire and being screened.
A home-check was also done to ensure that
the dog would be living in a safe and secure
environment.
We were delighted when we were informed
that there was a black Labrador Retriever up
for adoption. Luke could no longer continue
with his journey to become a working dog, as
he found it challenging to ignore distractions
when he was out and about. In situations
like these, the Puppy Raiser has the first
option to adopt the dog. Unfortunately, Luke’s
Puppy Raiser was unable to keep him, due to
changing circumstances.
When we first met Luke, we were quite
surprised at his size – he is large! It took him
a few days to settle into his new environment,
but he quickly adapted, and his confidence
soared. Luke brightens our days with his funny,
playful and extremely affectionate personality.
He engages with his family members and is
very attentive and alert to his surroundings.
When we have visitors, he welcomes them with
a deep bark!
Since Career Change Dogs are used to
being physically and mentally stimulated, it is
important that we continue to do some form of
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training with Luke. We use the same cues that
he was taught in puppy and formal training and
we take him for daily walks to keep his body
active. We also set up tasks for him to do, to
ensure that his mind stays sharp. These are
completed with enthusiasm and he thrives on
positive feedback from us for a job well done!
Luke continues to surprise us with new
mannerisms. He has started to lift his paw to
say ‘please’ when he wants something, and he
is very eager to learn new things. He definitely
keeps us on our toes!
Like most Labrador Retrievers, Luke enjoys
water and swimming. One of his favourite
activities is to accompany us to the beach,
and to swim and play in the water. He is fond
of exploring the rockpools, and plays with the
small fish and crabs for hours on end! Luke is
quite the adventurer and is always keen to go
for a ride in the canoe with my husband. He is
a wonderful assistant and helps my husband to
collect oysters and mussels.
Luke has brought so much love and happiness
to our family, and we cannot imagine our lives
without him. He is a constant reminder to us
that, if you put love and time into something or
someone, you will certainly get it back – often
tenfold!

Luke enjoys
riding in the
canoe with
Peter and
Helga.

Helga Steininger
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Supporting Guide-Dogs

Left: Bookshop
volunteer
Denise Milne
(left) with Val
Cotmore (right).

A

bout 10 years ago, a good friend of
mine, Sheena, asked if I would be
interested in serving tea and
snacks one Sunday – the aim being to
raise funds for S A Guide-Dogs
Association for the Blind. I accepted and
had a wonderful day! This was the
beginning of my volunteer work for
Guide-Dogs.
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I have a great love for animals, especially dogs,
and have found it so rewarding to interact
with the dogs and see them being trained.
It still amazes me to this day, to witness the
marvellous work they do for their owners. I
have also found it quite interesting meeting
people when out and about, raising funds for
the Association.
When the Cape Town branch opened their
bookshop, I volunteered to assist in sorting the
shelving of all the books that were donated.
This has now become a weekly exercise to
ensure that the books are kept in order. We
receive all categories of books and the shop
is open to the public each day, and also for
one Saturday of the month. As a book lover
myself, I enjoy meeting people and being able
to assist them in purchasing that very special
book they will enjoy. In turn, I also receive
recommendations from them.
When I’m at the bookshop, there are normally
dogs around, being trained, and it’s lovely to
see and respond to their enthusiasm and lively
natures, and to know that they will soon be
helping their new owners.
I hope to be able to continue to keep the
bookshop in working order for some time to
come, and to always be there to help raise
funds for such a good cause. S A Guide-Dogs
is very dear to me. I also enjoy the company
of the Guide-Dogs employees with whom I
have the privilege of interacting. This is a very
motivated group of people who are extremely
passionate and a pleasure to work with.
May S A Guide-Dogs go from strength to
strength.
Val Cotmore
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A

few years ago, my friends Val and
Sheena asked me to help out at the
bookshop at S A Guide-Dogs
Association for the Blind. As I had
recently retired and had time on my
hands, loved books and reading, I
happily agreed. I went with Val one
Thursday, and the six hours of sorting,
pricing and shelving all the books that
had been donated, flew by. That evening,
when I collapsed into bed, exhausted
and stiff, but feeling so pleased with
what we had achieved, I knew that this
was something that I wanted to immerse
myself in. My ‘one day’ helping out has
turned into three years!
I have truly enjoyed every minute of
volunteering at the bookshop. We have sold
books at book fairs and participated in mall
book sale events, which has been a wonderful
source of revenue and was very interesting
– meeting different people and telling them
about S A Guide-Dogs. I enjoy spending time
with my friends and working at the bookshop,
but I also enjoy being around all the happy,
dedicated staff who take so much pride in
their work.
While working in the shop, we are often
reminded of the difference that the dogs we
see in training will make to the life of a person
with visual or physical impairment, or to a
child with Autism Spectrum Disorder. I hope
that I will be able to continue working in the
bookshop for many years to come!
Denise Milne
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and Mobility

I

n January 2019, we enrolled nine
students to begin their training towards
obtaining a Diploma in Orientation and
Mobility Practice. Upon completion of this
qualification, the students will become
known as Orientation and Mobility
Practitioners and will be able to provide
long-cane and skills of daily living
training to people with visual impairment.
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The first year of training progressed smoothly
and students completed two theory blocks
at the College, and one placement in the
community where they taught people the skills
of daily living. They had completed their longcane theory and practical training, which was
conducted wearing blindfolds, in December.
After the Christmas holidays, our students
remained in their communities and began their
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second year of training, by teaching people with
visual impairment how to use a long cane. This
was supposed to continue until their return to
the College at the beginning of May. Who was
to know that COVID-19 would decide to change
all our well-laid plans?
We realised that our students would be at
risk of exposure, as they travel to train their
clients. With the sudden implementation of
the lockdown in March, our students were
prevented from completing their practical
training. April came and went, and we were all
isolated in our homes.
With the opening of our Johannesburg offices
in May, came the opportunity for our staff of
material developers and facilitators to start
planning how to continue training our students.
One challenge was that we had students in Port
Elizabeth, Cape Town, Durban, Hammanskraal,
Krugersdorp and Katlehong. Getting them back
to the College physically was not practical, so
we decided to send the training to them.
Each of the students was provided with
a tablet to use to send assignments to the
College during practical placements. This was
our starting point to be able to determine the
best and most cost-effective way to train online.
After several meetings and much brainstorming,
we decided to use Google Classroom as a

platform to upload slides
and oral lectures for our
students to access. We
couriered printed training
manuals to them and
they are able to complete
activities and assignments
and upload them to
Google Classroom. We
have provided monthly
data for them to enable
adequate access and are
very hopeful that learning
will be able to continue,
slowly but surely.
This pandemic has been
disruptive and difficult,
but it has also forced us
to think out of the box,
to stretch ourselves, be innovative and accept
things we cannot change. For us, at the College
of Orientation and Mobility, it has shown our
strength as a team, our determination to
ensure the success of our students and our
dedication to our Association’s mission to make
a difference in the lives of those with visual
impairment.

Xoliswa Shozi
was able to
collect her
training manual
from Postnet
and continue
with her studies.

Elizabeth Louw, Head of Orientation and Mobility

Our College
team
continue
offering
good-quality
learning to
our students.
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What is low vision?
Low vision is the loss of sight that cannot be
corrected with the assistance of prescription
eyeglasses, contact lenses or surgery. It is often
termed ‘partial vision’, as there is some usable
vision available, although it may be blurred. There
may be blind spots or only a small tunnel of vision.
Depth perception is often limited and judging
distances is difficult. The amount of vision available
for use may vary widely for each person, and it can
change, depending on factors such as health or
stress levels. Low vision can affect anyone, from
babies to the elderly.
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Age-related macular degeneration

Glaucoma

Retinitis pigmentosa

How does an Orientation and Mobility Practitioner assist a person with low vision?
Practitioners can help with the following:
• Provide a symbol cane if one is required. This is
• Educate the client and the family/caregiver to
an outwards symbol to tell others that the person
better understand the client’s eye condition.
has a visual impairment.
• Identify areas in the home that can be modified to
• Assist by evaluating the tasks and general
improve safety. This includes the use of coloured
lighting in the home, and making suggestions for
tape to mark changes in surface levels.
improvement.
• Enhance the client’s ability to perform daily tasks,
• Explain and demonstrate the effectiveness of
such as cooking, by marking stove knobs with
contrast, such as placing a coloured bath mat on
tactile markings, or teaching alternative methods
a white tiled bathroom floor to see the edge of
of cleaning that don’t depend on sight.
the bath.
• Teach the client a variety of visual skills to enable
• Refer clients to low vision clinics and places
them to make the best use of their remaining
where they can purchase assistive devices and
vision. These include using scanning to read and
optical aids.
watch television.
• Demonstrate how to use magnifiers or other
• Teach orientation and enhance mobility skills by
optical aids correctly in the client’s own
using visual skills, and by teaching the client how
environment.
to use a long cane.
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Diabetic retinopathy

How is low vision tested?
A low vision eye examination is different to a normal eye
examination, and is carried out by an optometrist who
specialises in low vision. A variety of tests are used to
determine the extent of usable sight available, but questions
relating to how the person sees in certain situations (going
from light to dark, the ability to see faces, travelling at night
and driving) are important. Questions also relate to managing
everyday tasks like dressing, cooking and shopping. The
optometrist will prescribe tools to enhance the use of the
remaining vision, such as magnifiers and specific lighting. The
patient might also be referred to an Orientation and Mobility
Practitioner for additional training and assistance.

visio

Stroke

How can you assist a person with low vision?
Deteriorating vision can be very scary, and many people
will deny that they have any problems until they have
a serious fall, burn themselves or are involved in a car
accident. Speak to the person in a kind and caring way to
express your concern for their safety and wellbeing.
The first step is to have the person’s vision assessed by
an optometrist specialising in low vision. The next step
will be to contact our Support Team of Orientation and
Mobility Practitioners. A Practitioner will do a home visit
and assessment. Our services are free of charge and take
place in the client’s home environment.

What causes low vision?
The most common causes of low vision are related
to disease or eye conditions. These can be genetic,
caused by trauma, lifestyle, ageing or hereditary.
Some conditions are degenerative and will result in
complete blindness. The most common causes of
low vision include:
• Glaucoma (causes loss of peripheral vision)
• Diabetic retinopathy (causes patchy vision, and
can result in blindness)
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• Age-related macular degeneration (initially
causes loss in central vision)
• Retinitis pigmentosa (causes loss of peripheral
vision, creating a tunnel of vision)
• Hemianopsia (caused by stroke, trauma or brain
tumours. Leads to loss of vision on one side of
the eye)
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Age-related macular
What is age-related macular degeneration?
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the most
common cause of blindness in people over 60 years
of age. AMD is caused by the degeneration of the
retina – the part of the eye that absorbs light rays and
sends them into the brain as nerve impulses. The brain
converts the nerve impulses into vision.
When light enters the eye, it travels through the
cornea, pupil and lens, and is focused onto a point
at the back of the eye. This point is referred to as the
macula. The macula is the part of the retina that gives
us central and colour vision, and allows us to see fine
detail.
When AMD develops, the retina starts to break down
and deteriorate, just like skin cells break down and
deteriorate as we age. The macula is one of the areas
most affected by this breakdown, and because the
macula gives us central vision, colour vision and fine,
detailed vision, a person with AMD will slowly start to
lose these parts of their sight.

Types of AMD:
Dry AMD
o Most common form of AMD
o Recognised by drusen (yellow spots on the retina) in the eyes
o May be present for years before symptoms occur
o Affects central vision
o Does not lead to complete vision loss
Wet AMD
o 40% of people with dry AMD will develop wet AMD
o Caused by scarring on the macula due to leakage of new blood vessels
o Leads to complete vision loss
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degeneration
How is AMD treated?
o Wet AMD is treated by the injection of a
substance into the eye. This will stop new
blood vessels from forming and helps to
stop bleeding and build-up of fluids in the
eye.
o Dry AMD is treated with proper nutrition.
Vitamin supplements called AREDS 2
(AREDS being age-related eye disease
studies) are used to help slow the changes
to the eye.

What are the risk factors for
developing AMD?
o People over the age of 55
o Smoking
o Obesity
o Cardiovascular disease
o Genetics
o More prevalent in women
o More prevalent in Caucasians

How can I prevent AMD?
o Maintain a healthy lifestyle (exercise
and proper nutrition)
o Protect your eyes by wearing
sunglasses when outside
o Go for regular check-ups with an
ophthalmologist
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EXCLUSIVE FRESH LIVING RECIPE
Why not make a gift for fur baby? Bone appétit!

HOMEMADE
DOGGIE TREATS
2 cups (300g)
wholewheat flour
1 cup (100g) oats
1/ cup (80ml) parsley,
³
chopped
½ tsp (3ml) salt
2 large eggs, whisked
1 cup (250ml) peanut
butter
½ cup (125ml) water

a lightly floured surface
and roll to 5mm-thick.
Cut out shapes and
place on prepared
baking tray.
Bake for 40-45
minutes or until
golden.
Store in an airtight
container, giving your
dog a maximum of
2 treats per day,
depending on size.

TOP TIP
IF YOUR DOG HAS SPECIAL DIETARY
REQUIREMENTS, CONSULT YOUR VET
BEFORE GIVING THEM THESE TREATS.
FLOUR IS AN ALLERGEN FOR SOME DOGS.

MAKES 60-70
BISCUITS
Preheat oven to
160°C and line a
baking tray with
baking paper.
Stir flour, oats, parsley
and salt together.
Add eggs and peanut
butter and mix well.
Stir in water to create
a dough.
Turn dough onto

These treats
are also delicious for
humans! Serve with
a cheese platter.
Just use a different
shape cookie
cutter

Visit pnpfreshliving.com now

HEALTH
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Summer safety tips
for your
canine companion

S

outh African summers are spent on the beach
or beside the pool, and usually involve lots of
play outdoors with your friends, family and
your four-pawed companion.

Here are some tips to ensure that both you and your fluffy
friend get the most out of those lazy summer days.

1

SUN AND HEAT

Warmer weather poses the risk of dehydration and heatstroke for your
dog. Always ensure that your dog has access to clean water and shade and,
if you are going on a hike, pack an extra water bottle for your pooch.
Dogs can also suffer from sunburn, especially if they have light-coloured
coats or thin fur. Protect your dog’s skin by applying a dog-friendly
sunscreen to his belly, the tips of his ears, his nose and his groin area.
Be mindful of the surface temperature when taking your dog for a walk on
hot summer days. Your dog’s paws can burn on hot tar or sidewalks.
If your dog shows signs of heat exhaustion, move him to a cool place, give
him a drink of water, put a damp towel over his body and take him to the
veterinarian immediately. Never place your dog in cold water, as this could
lead to shock.

SIGNS OF DEHYDRATION
Dry gums and nose, loss of appetite, loss of skin elasticity, lethargy, sunken eyes.
SIGNS OF HEATSTROKE
Excessive panting, thick drool, increased heart rate, weakness, bright red gums and tongue, breathing distress,
vomiting or diarrhoea, difficulty in retaining balance.

2

HOT CARS

Most dogs enjoy a ride in the car, but
they won’t have much fun if they are stuck
in the car when it potentially gets up to 30°C
hotter than the outside temperature! Although
you might think that leaving your dog in
the car for a few minutes is no big deal, it
can take less than 10 minutes for a dog to
develop heatstroke when left in a hot vehicle.
Leaving windows slightly open will NOT
keep your car cool enough!
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If you see a pet who has been left alone in a car
under dangerous conditions, please take immediate
action:
• Take down the vehicle make,
model, colour and registration
number.
• Try to have the owner located at
the closest building to alert him
or her of the animal’s distress.
• Contact your local SPCA or
police station immediately.
• Don’t leave the scene until the
situation has been resolved.
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3

WATER SAFETY

Most dogs enjoy cooling off in water, but it is important to
remember that not all dogs swim well. Dogs who enjoy swimming
in the ocean might tire quickly, and strong currents and riptides
can sweep a dog out to sea. It is best to fit your dog with a life
vest in a bright colour to ensure he stays visible and afloat in case
of an emergency. Always rinse your dog with clean water after he
has gone for a dip in the ocean or swimming pool.

4

INCORRECT GROOMING

Dog owners often make
the mistake of having
their dogs shaved
during the summer
months, thinking that
this will cool them
down. Unfortunately,
this is not the case,
as a dog’s coat has
the ability to provide
insulation to keep him warm in winter and to cool him
down in summer. When a dog is shaved, it hinders his
ability to effectively regulate his body temperature. A
proper coat trim is all your dog needs in summer.

5

FIREWORKS

In South Africa, fireworks form part of the festivities
when people celebrate Diwali, Guy Fawkes and New Year’s
Eve. Loud noises scare most dogs and, over the years,
there has been a growing concern over the impact that
fireworks have on our pets.
If you are planning on leaving your dog at home on New
Year’s Eve, it is best to let him stay in a quiet area of your
home, where he
feels safe, and
to invest in a pet
camera so that
you can monitor
his behaviour
throughout the
evening.
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6

PARASITE PROTECTION

The warmer months provide the perfect breeding
ground for external parasites to thrive. Be on the lookout
for fleas, ticks, mosquitoes and mange mites. If your dog
suffers from dry or itchy skin, sores, lumps or bumps,
shakes his head, has oral issues, has dry or cloudy eyes,
or experiences changes in appetite, it is best to make an
appointment with your veterinarian.
Here are some preventative measures to manage pests
and parasites over the summer season:
• Ensure that your dog is up to date with his annual
vaccinations.
• Put your dog on a routine tick-and-flea control
programme.
• Regularly brush your dog’s teeth to prevent oral
disease.
• Regularly brush your dog’s coat and inspect his skin for
any lumps, bumps or pests.
• Ensure that your dog is on a proper, nutritious diet.
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Does your dog suffer

from seasonal allergies?
S

easonal allergies are an unfortunate and
inescapable part of many dogs’ lives and,
although there is no cure, there are steps
that can be taken to prevent and alleviate the
symptoms of allergies in your dog.
What are allergies?
An allergic reaction occurs when your dog’s immune
system is hypersensitive to a particular substance, known
as an allergen. These allergens are usually harmless to
the general population of pets but, for whatever reason,
don’t react normally in a select group of dogs.
A dog’s immune system helps it to fend off infection
and disease but, when it encounters something that it
is allergic to, it wrongly identifies the foreign object as a
dangerous substance and reacts negatively in response.
This results in an allergic reaction, such as sneezing,
coughing, skin irritation, inflammation and skin rashes.
What causes seasonal allergies?
Dogs usually absorb allergens through their skin or paws.
The common culprits for seasonal allergies are:
• Fungi
• Flea saliva
• Grass
• Mould spores
• Pollen
• Weeds
How can seasonal allergies be treated?
No single treatment is currently available to treat canine
seasonal allergies. The best form of treatment is to
manage the problem by reducing your dog’s exposure to
the allergens, thereby lessening their impact.
Preventative measures include:
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• Changing your daily walk time and routine
Pollen levels reach their peak early in the morning and
late in the afternoon. By going for a walk at a different
time during the day, you will reduce the quantity of
allergens your dog is likely to be exposed to. Avoid fields
and parks, that can contain many of the allergens that
cause seasonal allergies, during seasons when allergies
are at their worst.
• Removing excess allergens
Give your dog a quick clean once you have finished
playing or walking outside. Pay attention to your dog’s
paws and use a hypoallergenic pet wipe to remove
excess pollen from his coat and skin.
• Using a special shampoo
Medicated dog shampoo can wash away pollen, dust
and other substances that are more deeply imbedded in
your dog’s coat or skin. It also helps to soothe itchy and
inflamed skin.
• Using topical solutions
A topical solution, like an antimicrobial hydrogel, can
help to alleviate and soothe your dog’s skin irritation.
• Giving your dog specialised food
Some dog food brands have introduced kibble specifically
formulated to assist dogs who suffer from skin allergies.
These foods reduce the signs of environmental allergies
by disrupting the internal allergy response and breaking
the cycle of inflammation and itching. They also
contain a host of vitamins and minerals to support skin
rejuvenation.
If your dog’s allergies are impacting his or your quality
of life, it is best to visit your veterinarian, who will be able
to test your dog for allergies and prescribe medications
that help to eliminate or ease symptoms.
Michelle Immink
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Does your dog show signs of having seasonal allergies?

Ears/neck
Headshaking,
scratching ears, hair
loss around the ears,
discharge from the
ears, smelly ears,
yeast infections.

Face
Runny nose,
watery eyes,
hair loss around
eyes, coughing,
sneezing, red lips
or chin.

Body
Hair loss, open
sores, rash,
scabbing, hot
spots.

Paws
Chewing at itchy
paws or other
body parts, red
paws, dry paws.

Temporary relief
• Frequent baths using medicated
shampoo.
• Use of topical solutions.
• Removing excess allergens from paws
after contact.
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Long-term relief
• Speak to your veterinarian about
testing, medication and desensitisation
injections.
• Your veterinarian might also recommend
a specialised diet.
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with your dog
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ime goes by so quickly, and before you know
it, you missed out on years of adventure.
Unless you make an effort to do different
activities and take your dog on interesting
adventures, you might regret it when he is too old
to join you. Have a look at these must-do activities
for the two of you, and see which ones you have
completed and what you would still like to do with
your dog.

Dog sport
What: Take up a dog sport
Why: There are so many sports to choose from. As
long as this is enjoyable for both of you, dog sport
is a great activity to do together. It is mentally and
physically stimulating and builds a bond between
you and your dog as well as teaching you both
new skills. You can do it for fun or to compete. Dog
sports include:
• Agility
• Flyball
• Tracking
• Dog yoga
• Obedience
• Carting
• Freestyle dancing
How: Contact local dog clubs and schools.

Happy birthday!
What: Celebrate your dog’s birthday
Why: Have a party in a park or at your home with
party packs, games and a doggy birthday cake.
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Take a hike
What: Get off the beaten path and go for a hike
Why: As long as your dog has a reliable recall
off-lead, hikes are great adventures to enjoy time
with your dog to explore and enjoy a kaleidoscope
of new smells and sights. This is your opportunity
to explore the unexplored, as dogs experience the
world predominantly through their noses. It creates
excellent bonding time either with just you and your
dog, or you can arrange some buddies to join. Take
frequent rest periods, sit and relax with your dog and
enjoy the quiet with great company.
How: Google hiking/walking areas which allow dogs
and look at social media and dog-related platforms.
When: Hiking is weather dependent, so don’t get
caught in a lightning storm or walk in extreme heat.
Always stay safe.

Play date
What: Organise a play date
Why: Arrange a play date with a friend and invite
your dog’s buddies over. Have it in a safe area
where there is no interference from the local park
bully. It also maintains social ability in your dog.
If you have an older dog at home who can’t go
to parks, the extra company and activity could
be enjoyable, and it will help keep your social life
going too.
How: Dogs are the best magnets to meet new
friends. So, get to know the folks you see regularly
at your usual walking spots.
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At home
What: Fun at home
Why: If your dog is not a social butterfly and
off-property adventures are too scary, there
are many things you can do at home. Try home
canine enrichment, such as scent games, hideand-seek, teaching a clever trick to show off
to your friends, or try out food puzzle games
with your dog. All dogs enjoy learning and
investigating interesting things. Mental games
improve confidence, teaches problem-solving
skills and keeps your dog out of trouble.
How: Invest in a canine enrichment book or join
a social media group that shares these ideas.

The most important gift
Of all these ideas, the most important gift that
you can give your dog is to teach him to cope
without you: ensure he has the skills to enjoy life
when you are not around, even if he has a best
dog-buddy at home.
Article first published in Animaltalk magazine.
Go to www.animaltalk.co.za for more amazing
articles about responsible pet ownership.
Samantha Walpole, behaviourist
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Be a dog
What: Allow your dog to be a dog
Why: These are some very normal dog
activities which, depending on what you are
able to tolerate, just sometimes let your dog be
a dog, and don’t sweat the small stuff. As long
as he is not going to hurt himself, let your dog:
• get filthy, stinky and muddy dirty.
• chew something other than a dog toy.
• shower you with water after a swim.
• join in the zoomies (running at full speed like
a bewitched mad dog).
• swim in the pool.
• lie on your favourite chair.
• howl.
• bark.
• give sloppy kisses.
• sleep in the bed.
• sniff disgusting things on a walk.

Family portrait
What: Family portrait with your dog
Why: Arrange a professional birthday shoot with
your best friend for lasting memories.
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MEET OUR SPONSORED DOG
Meet our sponsored dog

Hi

I was born on
28 January
2020

my name is

I am
currently
in puppy
training

Luca
I can:
sit
lie down
give paw

My training
is sponsored
by Pick n Pay
Pet Club

Favourite toy:
Rope
Loving

Calm

Swe

et

Favourite game: Tug-of-war

CORPORATE FEATURE
Corporate feature

Pick n Pay Pet Club gives back

P

ick n Pay Pet Club is a community of likeminded animal lovers. Members of the Club
are able to enjoy 3X Smart Shopper points on
all pet products purchased at Pick n Pay and
benefit from exclusive discounts on selected
products, as well as a number of other special
offers available only to its members.
The Pick n Pay Pet Club was looking to support a
charitable organisation that works closely with animals.
Pick n Pay recognises the remarkable work of S A GuideDogs and its contribution to the community. As a gesture
of thanks, we wanted to make a real difference to the
life of a person with visual or physical impairment, or a
child with Autism Spectrum Disorder, and so we took up a
Titanium Dog Sponsorship.
The Titanium sponsorship programme includes a full
year of sponsorship to an assigned puppy. It is a wonderful
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way for all our members to be involved, and for our Pet
Club community to learn about working dogs and the
dedication, training and commitment it takes to develop a
puppy into a successful working dog.
Our gorgeous sponsored black Labrador Retriever
puppy arrived at S A Guide-Dogs’ Cape Town branch in
March 2020. One of the benefits attached to a Titanium
sponsorship, is the right to name the puppy. Pups in litters
born from the breeding programme of the Association
need to be given names starting with a certain letter of
the alphabet. We had to choose a name that starts with
the letter ‘L’.
We wanted to involve the Pet Club members in
selecting a name for the puppy and ran a campaign on
our Facebook page, where members were encouraged
to suggest a name for our Pet Club ambassador. After
receiving many suggestions, we chose Luca, which means
‘bringer of light’. This was the most fitting name for our
pup’s future career.
Pick n Pay Pet Club looks forward to sharing with our
members Luca’s journey to become a working dog. We
will continue to post updates and images on our Facebook
page and we will also run a campaign, where a portion of
our members’ spend on pet products purchased at Pick n
Pay, will be donated to S A Guide-Dogs Association for the
Blind. In this way, Pick n Pay customers are able to make
an even more significant contribution to the Association.
We are thrilled to be partnering with S A Guide-Dogs
Association for the Blind and to bear witness to Luca’s
development. We feel honoured to be a part of this lifechanging journey!
Supplied
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YOU CAN SUPPORT US WITHOUT SPENDING A CENT!
All you have to do is add us as a beneﬁciary on your
MySchool MyVillage MyPlanet Card
DID YOU KNOW?

S A Guide-Dogs Association for the Blind receives funds from MySchool?
Every time a MySchool card holder swipes their card at Woolworths,
Walton’s, Quick Stop at Engen or Loot.co.za a percentage of the
purchase is paid to us. It doesn’t cost the card holder a cent!
Don’t have a MySchool card? Download the app and sign up for one
instantly!

Don’t forget to add us as a beneﬁciary!
NOT SURE HOW TO CHANGE YOUR BENEFICIARIES?

It can be done easily on the MySchool App or on the website. All you
need is your MySchool card number and your password.
https://www.myschool.co.za
YOU CAN HAVE UP TO 3 BENEFICIARIES
ON ONE CARD, SO IF YOU ALREADY
SUPPORT YOUR CHILD’S SCHOOL, OR
ANOTHER CHARITY, WHY NOT SHARE
THE LOVE?
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REMEMBERING FRIENDS
Remembering friends

te who
ibufriends
A totrour

are no longer with us
Our thoughts go out to the family members
of these friends who are no longer with us:
Granite – Service Dog of Marie du Plessis
Jabula – Guide Dog of Martie Steyn
Joyce Martin – Volunteer
Medo – Retired Guide Dog of Ruan du Plessis
Nara – Guide Dog of Chantel van der Berg
Phoenix – Retired Guide Dog of Hentie Olivier
Texas – Retired Guide Dog of Stenton Meiring
O’Reilly – Retired Guide Dog of Pieter van Niekerk
‘The Legend’, as he was known, has left an immense hole
in our hearts. Although O’Reilly’s passing brought great
sadness, we choose to celebrate his life and to hold dear

DID YOU KNOW?
You can honour the memory
of a loved one or pet by
purchasing a personalised
plague on our Wall of
Remembrance. Visit our

the many joyous memories of a special boy who guided

website for more information:

with precision, loved unconditionally and had the most

www.guidedog.org.za!

beautiful personality. All who met him, instantly fell in love
with him. Our boy will be missed, but never forgotten.

“I wish that I could love
you back to life.”
– AA Giannone
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LEAVE A LEGACY and
help change lives
Our Association’s services are funded by investments from private
individuals and families, charitable and will trusts, donations from
the corporate sector, service organisations and our own marketing
and fundraising initiatives.
There are a variety of ways in which members of the public or
private sector can assist us to continue with the work that we do.
We are, however, aware of the financial strain we are all facing, due
to the current unstable economic climate.
The reality of life is that some of our supporters can’t afford to make
a contribution while they are alive, but they can afford to leave a gift
in their will. A bequest to S A Guide-Dogs Association for the Blind
is a powerful gift that will give safe independence and mobility to a
visually or physically impaired person. Your bequest could change
someone’s life.
If you own a property, a vehicle and household goods, and have
insurance policies or a pension fund, this all contributes to a
priceless gift that will change lives.
Estate duty is payable to the government on all estates that exceed
the current legislated value set by parliament; however, whatever
you leave to your spouse or a recognised charity is exempt from
estate duty. Leaving a charitable bequest means that the value
of this bequest is deducted from your estate before the duty is
calculated.
If you are a part of our circle of donors, you are already giving
the gift of independence and mobility to people who are visually
or physically impaired. In taking your loyal commitment a step
further by including us in your will, you will be giving a special gift
to someone in the future; one which will also be a beautiful living
memorial to celebrate your life.
If you are not already a supporter of our Association, may we
respectfully request that you consider us as ‘the charitable
bequest’ in your will? By carrying out this special act of generosity,
you will help us to continue and expand our services.

For more information, please visit our website at
https://guidedog.org.za/legacy-club/ or contact Pieter van
Niekerk on 011 705 3512 or at PieterV@guidedog.org.za.

